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Summary 

A new mixed finite element method is employed to approximate axisymmetric shell prob

lems. This formulation enhances stability and accuracy, from thin to moderately thick shells, 

compared to the correspondent Galerkin finite element approximations. Numerical results 

illustrate the good performance of the present method on some typical pressure vessels ap

plications. 

Resumo 

Uma nova formulação mista de elementos finitos é empregada na solução de problemas 

de cascas axissimétricas. Quando aplicada a cascas finas e moderadamente espessas, esta 

formulação resulta em melhor estabilidade e precúão, comparada com a formulação clássica 

de Galerkin. Resultados numéricos ilustram o bom desempenho do método em algumas 

aplicações típicas de vasos de pressão. 



1. Introduction 

In the IV SIBRAT a mixed finite element meti J 'or axisymmetric shell problems was 

introduced in [8]. Numerical experiments with circulai plate, cylindrical and hemispherical 

shells were performed cuccessfuiy demonstrating the good stability and accuracy of the new 

method constructed by adding mesh-dependent least-squares residual forms of the equilib

rium equations to the standard Galerkin mixed formulation. This approach enhances the 

stability of the Galerkin method allowing use of equal-order finite element interpolations, a 

combination which is ruleJ out from the standard I TOT. ation. The detailed analysis of this 

formulation with uniform convergence results is doae in [9] for the circular plate problem. 

For the cylindrical shell or general axisymmetric shells, due to appearance of boundary layers 

for thin shells, uniform c< nvergence, independent of the thickness, can not be expected (see 

[9] for details). 

The early developments of the present method started in works by Hughes, Johnson 

and their collaborators Mainly concerned with fluid mechanics. The perturbation terms 

added to the original Ga ;rkin method were devised to increase the overall stability of the 

method. However, in m> st of these early formulations the perturbation terms were non-

symmetric. In [4,5,6,7,8] ..systematic approach was proposed, namely, to add perturbation 

terms th%t are mesh-dependent least squares of some of the Euler-Lagrange equations of 

the specie problem involved. Thit> technique provides most of the properties of former 

similar formulations but vith the additional advantage that the perturbation terms are now 

symmetric by construction. The canonical form of the final methods conceived this way is 

readily extendable to var.ous differer t problems. 

In the present paper we briefly review the variational formulation for axisymmetric shell 

problems written in terms of stress tad displacement according to Hellinger-Reissner prin

ciple, -Q Section 2. The new mixed .inite element formulation is presented in Section 3, 

in Section 4 some numerical result, of stress analysis of pressure vessels problems are pre

sented obtained with equal-order isoparametric elements and in Section 5 some conclusions 

are drawn. 

2. Variational Formulation of the Axisymmetric Shell Problem 

We consider here the problem of bcudinç of thin or moderately thick axisymmetric shells 

accounting for shear deformation acceding to Love's classical theory. We denote by w(«), 

m(ê) = (w„wa,fi)
T , * € [ 0 , L ] , (1) 

the vector of generalized displacement!, wnd by q(«), 

q(< } = (?*, in, 0 ) T , (2) 
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the vector of nxisymmetric distributed load as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 - Axisymmetric Shell description : Geometry and Stresses 

The vector of stress resultants N(«), 

N(') = (N.,N„Q,M.,M,)T , (3) 

has as components: the membrane stresses N„Ntt the shear stress Q, and the bending 
stresses M„ M$. 

We adopt here the classical Love's theory for axisymmetric thin and moderately thick 

isotropic shells, as presented in references [8] and [9j. The Hellinger-Reissner variational 

formulation for this problem with w and N es independent variables is: 

Find (N, w) € W x V, such that 

yl(N,ti)-f-fl(tf,w) = 0, VfteW, 

5(N,w) = F(w), Vw€V, 

(4) 

(5) 
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in which, 

L L 

A(N, N) = - J j [(AT. - vN,)N. 4- {N, - vN,)N<,] 2*r da - f ±QQ 2irr da 

0 0 

L 

- J -^ [(Af. - vMt) Jlf. + (M« - t>M.)J&] 2*r da (6) 
o 

B(N,w)= / Í A r J c o s ^ ^ + s i n v ^ + ^ A l 2*ri, 
o 

?Q L ^ _cosç>^ + ^ 2*rds + J (M.^+COBVMA) 2trda (7) + 
b o 

L 

F(w) = / ?J (cos^tív -f sin^tl>») 2*rd$+ I qn (sinyJti/, — coe(pwM) 2xrds (8) 

o o 

where 

E is the Young's modulus, t is the thickness of the shell, K is the shear correction factor and 

v is Poisson's ratio which may vary from 0 to 0.5. W and V are appropriated Hilbert spaces 

as defined in [9]. 

Well-posedness of the present formulation follows from the theory of mixed methods due 

to I. Babuika [1] and F. Brezzi [2]. For continuous bilinear forms A and B and continuous 

linear functional F, existence and uniqueness of solutions for this class of problems are assured 

once ellipticity of A(-,-) in the kernel of B(,) and the LBB condition for the displacement 

field are satisfied. 

The ellipticity condition poses difficulty in the thin shell limit. For thick shells the 

ellipticity holds for the whole space W but as t/R -* 0 W-ellipticity is lost. This limits the 

ability of finite element approximations for thin shell problems. Depending on the geometry 

of the shell very different behavior of the solutions may be observed. In [9] a circular plate and 

a cylindrical shell are studied in detail as limit situations of the general axisymmetric shell 

problem. It is shown there that for the circular plate well-posedness can be demonstrated 

independently of the ratio t/L whereas for the cylindrical shell well-posedness can only be 

obtained for ijL strictly positive. This latter situation constitutes a singular perturbation 

problem. As a consequence, boundary layers close to supports or loading discontinuities are 

expected for cylindrical shells. 
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3. The New Mixed Finite Element Formulation 

Let Ph(0. L) be the space of C'"1 piecewise polynomials of degree k, and Sj,(0, L) be the 

space of C° piecev/ise polynomial* of degree ib in the interval (0, L), where h = max {he}, 1 < 

e < nti, ht is the length of element e, and nei is the number of elements. 

We take Wfc = (Pk(0,L))6 and Vh = (5h{0,L))3 as approximations for W and V, 

respectively. In other words we admit equal-order finite element approximations N& and w& 

for the stress and displacement fields N and w, respectively. It is important to note that N», 

is discontinuous and WK is continuous at the interelement boundaries. 

Adding mesh-dependent least-square terms (emanating from the equilibrium equations) 

to the classical Galerkin method, we derive the following mixed finite element method for the 

axisymmetric shell problem: 

Find (N*. wk) € Wfc x Vfc such that 

B(Nh}*h) = F(*h)} V* h €V f c , 

where 
n.i 

e=l 

Gh(^h)^Gt(Wh) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
e= l 

with, 

A.(NS,NS) = - i l |M[f?!^_ C 0 . v A , . + ^ ] [ £ ( ^ _ C 0 . ^ . + J L ( 5 . ] ^ 

, / t? \HrMi) ... „.] f<í(r*fí) ,-„ J 
' / í f f l - i j j i i -«•¥>#/ - l - f l" - l_Ü-c«v>Jl / / -r (? ' 

0.(1*2) = «. / ^ [ ^ " «•.** + £ * | '* 

rds 

rda (14) 

(15) 

file:///HrMi
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in which Njj is the restriction of N», to elament e, rc is a characteristic value of the shell (the 

maximum value of r , for example), and S^.S^ and ò3 are ncndimensional positive constants 

to be selected later on. Note that Í,- = n , i = 1,2,3, reduces this method to the standard 

Galerkin formulation which is unstable for thin shell problems with equal-order interpola

tions and non-convergent for lower order approximations. For k — 1 the Galerkin Method 

produces meaningless solutions due to shear and/or membrane effects: locking is a common 

misbehavior. On the other hand, addition of the least-square terms overcomes this problem. 

The detailed numerical analysis of these methods, with uniform convergence results, can be 

done for the circular plate problem (see [9]). Por the cylindrical shell problem the results 

depend on the thickness of the shell and therefore uniform convergence is not attained in this 

case. However the numerical results demonstrate the improvement of the new methodology 

over the Galerkin method even for stable Galerkin approximation as shown in [8,9] and in 

the next section. 

4. Application to Stress Analysis of Pressure Vessels 

f Material: Steel WStE51 

Young Modulus = 206010 N/mm'z 

Poisson ratio = 0.3 

Radiu* a 28000 mm 

Thickness =* 30. mm 

Int. pressure = 0.53 N/mm2 

Figure 2 - Containment Vessel Geometry and Properties 

In this section we simulate the containment vessel of the nuclear power plant of Angra 2, 

in Rio de Janeiro - Brazil. The results were obtained employing the mixed method with equal 

order 3-node elements as described in the previous section and a Galerkin method based on a 
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displacement formulation using a special 3-node element proposed in [3]. This displacement 

method has proven to be robust in various applications. 

Our first test is performed for the containment vessel described in Figure 2 subjected 

to a uniform pressure. The vessel is simulated as a section of a spherical shell clamped at 

the support (<fr — 127.177°) and divided into three regions. Equally spaced elements are 

distributed as follows: 20 elements in region I, 10 elements in region II and 10 elements in 

region III. The stresses in region I are shown in Figure 3. The results in regions II and III are 

membrane stresses ( N* = N, = pil/2). The two methods are compared for each stress field 

except for shear which was not computed in the displacement method of [3]. In the mixed 

formulation we adopted B\ = 1.0, (À — 0., 5» = 10.0. Note that the results are virtually 

identical for both methods except for the membrane component N , wich presents spurious 

oscillations in the displacement formulation. 

One of the main problems in the design of this pressure vessel is related to the stress 

concentration in the actual containment vessel due to pipe penetrations (nozzles). Detailed 

local analysis of Angra 2 containment vessel is presented in [10]. Here we present the stress 

analysis of one of those nozzles, namely the DN 290/38 nozzle. The nozzle characteristics 

are described in Figure 4. Equally spaced elements are distributed as follows: 6 elements in 

region 1, 7 elements in region II and 4 elements in region III. In this case we choose S\ - 10.0, 

i j = 0., fo = 10.0. We tested three different types of loading wich are depicted by Fi,Fa, 

and p in Figure 4. The stresses in region I for each type of loading are plotted in figures 5 to 

7. Note that similarly to the conti inment vessel results, only the membrane component N , 

is distintct in the comparison between the two methods. Spurious oscillations appear for N , 

when the displacement methot is used for all types of loading tested. 

Finally in order to assess the influence of the thickness on the stress results, a cylindrical 

shell is tested under the loading shown in Figure 8. For the thick shell ten equally-spaced 

elements are employed whether for the thin shell we use 7 elements in region I and 9 in region 

II. In Figures 9 and 10 the stress results for thick (t = 40.0 mm) and thin shell (t = 2.0 mm) 

are respectively shown. Note that as before the results for the displacement method are 

oscillatory for the N , stress component. In addition to that, for the thin case all stress 

components are oscillatory near the boundary layer when the displacement method is used 

whereas for the present mixed method (S\ — 10.0, 6j = 0., £g = 10.0) there is even a well 

behaved shear profile. 

S. Conclusions 

The mixed formulation herein employed has proven to be effective and accurate for the 

stress analysis of pressure vessels with thin to moderately thick shells. 
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As future work we arc extending the present work to allow for non-axisymmetric loadings. 
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